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This invention relates to improved earth drilling augers. 
More particularly, the invention concerns earth drilling 

augers especially adapted to drilling in wet or loosely 
packed earth. 

In a particular aspect, the invention concerns an im 
proved earth drilling auger which is capable of boring a 
cylindrical hole of substantially uniform cross-section. 

In boring holes in the earth for the purpose of pouring 
concrete foundation piers, such as are required for heavy 
building construction and the like, it is highly desired 
that the bored holes be of substantially uniform cross 
section. In this way, the building contractor can pour 
only the amount of concrete required to achieve the mini 
mum necessary structural strength and avoid waste of 
concrete due to irregularly shaped holes. 

Holes bored by the use of apparatus commonly known 
and used in the prior art were often irregularly shaped 
due to the fact that the walls tended to collapse into the 
hole as the drilling auger was removed for cleaning. The 
collapse of the walls was primarily due to suction effects 
created when the auger was lifted from the hole. This prob 
lem was especially acute in drilling wet soil as the mud 
encountered functioned as an effective air seal, thus in 
creasing the vacuum created in the hole when the auger 
was lifted. 

It would be highly advantageous to provide a drilling 
auger especially adapted to prevent collapse of the walls 
of the bore hole when the auger is lifted from the hole. 
In this way, the cross-section of the hole is maintained 
substantially uniform along its length and the amount of 
concrete required to ?ll the hole is limited to just that re 
quired to produce a pier having the required structural 
strength. 

Accordingly, it is a principal object of the present in 
vention to provide an improved drilling auger; 

Another object of the invention is the provision of a 
drilling auger especially adapted for use when boring 
holes in wet or moist earth; 
A further object of the invention is the provision of 

an improved drilling auger assembly which is conveniently 
and economically emptied of earth, mud, etc., during the 
drilling operation; 

Yet another object of the invention is the provision of 
an improved drilling auger assembly which is economi 
cally and conveniently fabricated and which is adapted 
for easy maintenance; 

These and other, further, and more speci?c objects and 
advantages of the invention will become apparent from 
the following detailed description of the invention taken 
in conjunction with the drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a sectional view of an anger assembly em 

bodying the present invention and in which the presently 
preferred embodiment is shown and described; 

FIG. 2 is a partial perspective view of the auger assem 
bly of FIG. 1 showing the hinged cover member dis 
placed from its normally closed position; 

FIG. 3 is a perspective view illustrating the bottom 
portion of the auger assembly and showing the arrange 
ment and operative relationship of the various cutter 
elements. 

Brie?y, in accordance with my invention, I provide 
an earth drilling auger comprising a rotatable central 
vertical shaft having a cutter bar extending radially 
outwardly from the shaft adjacent the lower end thereof, 
a spiral screw ?ight carried by the shaft and extending 
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2 
upwardly from the cutter bar, a cylindrical casing co 
axially disposed around and enclosing the screw ?ight, 
the interior vertical surfaces of the casing slidably fric 
tionally engaging the periphery of the screw ?ight, cutter 
elements carried by the lower edge of the casing and ex 
tending outwardly therefrom, and a cover member nor 
mally closing the top of the cylindrical casing, the cover 
member having a perforated hinged portion adapted to 
be displaced from the normally closed position of the 
cover. 

Referring now to the drawings, in which like numerals 
identify the same elements in the various ?gures, FIG. 1 
illustrates an auger assembly embodying the present in 
vention and shows a rotatable central vertical shaft 1 
having a cutter bar 2 extending radially outwardly from 
the shaft adjacent the lower end 3 thereof. A spiral screw 
?ight 4 is carried by the shaft 1 and extends upwardly 
from the cutter bar 2. A cylindrical casing 5 is disposed 
coaxially with the shaft 1 and the screw ?ight 4, enclos 
ing the screw ?ight. The interior vertical surfaces 5a of 
the casing 5 slidably frictionally engage the periphery 4a 
of the screw ?ight forming points of contact 4b between 
the interior surface 5a of the casing 5 and the periphery 
4a of the screw ?ight 4. These points of contact 4b cause 
the casing 5 to rotate more or less concurrently with the 
shaft 1 and screw ?ight 4, but provide for slippage between 
the casing 5 and the screw ?ight 4, providing a free 
wheeling effect. 
The casing 5 is provided with cutter elements 6 extend 

ing radially outwardly from the casing a short distance. 
These cutter elements 'provide a clearance between the 
exterior of the casing 5 and the side of the bore hole per 
mitting passage of air and water between the casing 5 and 
the bore hole wall. This clearance reduces to a minimum 
the ‘vacuum created in the bottom of the bore hole when 
the auger assembly is lifted from the hole. The bottom 
of the shaft 1 is provided with a pilot auger 7 which 
positions the auger laterally within the bore hole and pro 
vides an initial entry into the earth to be drilled. The top 
‘of the vertical shaft 1 is provided with suitable means for 
connecting the auger to the rotating driving shaft of a 
drilling rig (not shown). In the device of FIG. 1, the 
means for connecting the auger to the drilling rig shaft 
comprises a female socket 8 having a square cross section 
and suitable holes 8a for inserting keys to lock the ap 
paratus to the bottom of the drilling rig shaft. 
The casing 5 is provided with a cover member 9 which 

is provided with a central aperture 9n, within which the 
vertical shaft 1 rotates freely. Vertical movement of the 
casing 5 is limited by a collar 91) extending upwardly 
from the central aperture 911 and bearing upon the lower 
shoulder 3b of the socket 8. 

Referring to FIG. 2, it will be seen that the cover mem 
her 9 is provided with a perforated hinged portion 9c 
which is adapted to be displaced, as shown in FIG. 2, 
from its normally closed position. The hinged portion 90 
may be conveniently secured in its normally closed posi 
tion by means of a latch assembly comprising a swing 
C washer 10 which engages stud 11 located on the sta 
tionary portion of the cover 9. 

In operation, the improved drilling auger operates as 
follows. 
Downward pressure in the direction of the arrow A of 

FIG. 1 is exerted by the drilling rig shaft seated in the 
socket 8 and the device is rotated in the direction of the 
arrow B of FIG. 2. The pilot auger 7 initially penetrates 
the earth to provide lateral stability for the main drilling 
elements. The cutter bar 2 engages the earth and displaces 
it upwardly onto the spiral screw ?ight 4 which carries the 
displaced and comminuted earth, mud, etc., upwardly 
into the interior of the casing 5. Frictional engagement 
between the casing 5 and the periphery 4a of the screw 
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?ight 4 causes rotation of the casing 5 in the same direc 
tion. The cutter elements 6 located on the bottom edge 
of the casing 5 enlarge the hole slightly to provide clear 
ance between the casing 5 and the walls of the bore hole. 
When the casing 5 is ?lled with earth, mud, etc., as evi 
denced by discharge of some of the material through the 
perforations 9d in the cover member 9‘, the entire as 
sembly is withdrawn from the bore hole and, still con 
nected to the rotatable shaft of the drilling rig, it is posi 
tioned at a location remote from the bore hole prepara 
tory to discharging the contents of the casing. . 
The contents of the casing are discharged by im 

mobilizing the casing from rotation. This can be accom 
plished in any suitable manner, such as, for example, by 
placing several turns of a cable or a rope around the 
casing or by clamping the casing to some stationary ob 
ject. The hinged portion of the cover member is then 
opened and the anger is rotated in the same direction as 
when drilling, thereby discharging the contents of the 
casing through the opened cover member. After the casing 
is emptied, the cover member is closed and latched, the 
apparatus is reinserted into the bore hole and the oper 
ation is repeated. 
The apparatus of the present invention is therefore to 

be clearly distinguished from prior art augers employing 
a casing which is a?ixed to the auger and which must be 
removed from the auger, as by lifting clear of the screw 
?ight, before‘ the discharging operation can be com 
menced. 

Various changes in the devices chosen for purposes of 
illustration in the drawings will readily occur to persons 
skilled in the art having regard for the disclosure hereof. 
To the extent that such modi?cations and variations do 
not depart from the spirit of the invention, they are in 
tended to be included within the scope thereof which is 
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not limited to the devices speci?cally illustrated in the 
drawings but, rather, only by a just interpretation of the 
following claim. 
Having fully described the invention in such manner as 

to enable those skilled in the art to understand and prac 
tice the same, the invention claimed is: 

1. An earth drilling auger especially adapted for boring 
holes in wet soil comprising: 

(a) a rotatable central vertical shaft; 
(‘0) a cutter bar extending radially outwardly from 

said shaft adjacent the lower end thereof; 
(0) a spiral screw ?ight carried by said shaft and ex 

tending upwardly from said cutter bar; 
(d) a cylindrical casing coaxially disposed around and 

enclosing said screw ?ight, the interior vertical sur 
faces of said casing slidably frictionally engaging the 
peripheiy of said screw ?ight; 

(e) cutter elements carried by the lower edge of said 
casing and extending outwardly therefrom; 

(f) a cover member normally closing the top of said 
cylindrical casing, said cover member having a per 
forated hinged portion adapted to be displaced from 
said normally closed position. 
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